
Companies benefitfrom rising
consumption in developing markets

rMt~inhi had many oppor

tunities to capitalize on their """'1'iC.).

Opportunities in
growth of global
middle class

the rise of a global middle class

with plenty of renminbi, rupees,

pesos and ringgits to spend presents

major opportunities for companies

that can operate successfully within

China, India, Mexico, Malaysia and

other developing nations. Thosecom

panies might include domestic firms

headquartered within the developing

nation itself, or muLtinationaL corpora

tions that derive a significant share

of their overall revenues from middle

class consumers in developing nations.

qrowth in China and India
Where are the biggest regional oppor

tunities? According to a 2012 report

prepared by the European Union's

Institute for Security Studies (ISS),

.China's middle class, which now num

bers about 160 million - second only

to the United States - is expected to

increase by 2030to about 800 million.

India, given that country's youthful

population, represents an enormous

potential market as well. According

time, a tipping point may be within

sight. According to a report released

by the Organization for Economic

Cooperation and Development (OECO),

the size of the global middle class 

about 1.8 billion in 2009, or 26% of

the people in the world -A:vill increase

to 3.2 billion by 2020 (42"10 of total)

and 4.9 billion by 2030 (59% of total).

In other words, 10years from now, it is

possible that most of the peoplein the

world will be middle class and there

will be more middle class households

in emerging markets than in developed

ones. The report projects that by 2020,

middle class households in the Asia

Pacific region that spent $5 trillion in

2009 will spend $15 trillion in 2020

50% more than current consumption

in the United States.

The economic growth of emerging

nations is not a new investment

theme. However, in the past most

of those countries have grown by

exporting raw materials and finished

goods to developing nations. Now,

twoto cite

In that context; it's worth contem

plating a major shift occurring in the

world economy, namely the ascen

dance ofiiiglobal middle class hungry

forconsurger goodsand services. While

this trend"hasbeen underway for some

expansion of

I
nvestors who can -- and

hop aboard - significant

term trends sometimes reap

substantial rewards. While the rapid

growth of a or region

doesn't guarantee the success of an

individual company within it, inves

tor~ who foresaw the popularity of

npr"r)rt,,1 computers or the economic
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The size of the middle class could more than double by 2030 to 4.9 billion people. That means almost 60% of the world's
population would be middle class, versus about 30% today, and nearly two-thirds would live in the Asia Pacific region.
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